
 

 

Welcome to this month’s edition of the Lillypad 

The Lotus Place NQ office is located at 

312 Sturt Street in Townsville City. 

 

Please feel free to call us on 07 4724 4410 

lotusplacenq@micahprojects.org.au 

PO Box 2027, Townsville, QLD, 4810 

Royal commission into sexual abuse: Issue of 
redress must be a priority, commissioner says 
 
Victims have waited too long for a response to their 
suffering and protection of children should be a top 
priority in Australia, says the chair of the royal 
commission into child sexual abuse. 
 
Chair of the commission, Justice Peter McClellan, 
said it was remarkable there were failures at more 
than 4,000 institutions identified in abuse 
allegations. 
He said more than 1,200 witnesses gave evidence 
about abuse that occurred at "public and private 
schools, detention centres, out-of-home care, 
churches, orphanages and government bodies". 
"We have also inquired into defence establishments, 
sporting clubs, after-school care, dance and 
performing arts academies, institutions providing 
services for children with disability, scouts, 
healthcare providers and a yoga ashram." 
 
Justice McClellan said the commission would 
continue to hear evidence from another 2,000 
people in private sessions which would conclude in 
December. 
But after 400 days of public hearings, he urged 
governments and institutions to tackle the issue of 
redress. 
 
"Survivors have waited too long for an effective 
response to their suffering," he said. 
"And the future protection of Australian children 
must now be given the highest priority." 
Earlier the commission reported that redress could 
include an apology, counselling and monetary 
compensation. 
 

'I am extremely disappointed and concerned' 
 
Justice McClellan said the commission's research 
into how children came to be abused was 
unprecedented in its scale and its final report would 
include recommendations to ensure, as much as 
possible, that no child is abused in an Australian 
institution. 
 
The commissioner said some survivors would be 
disappointed that the institution they were abused 
in was not part of the public inquiry, and that it was 
impossible for the commission to examine every 
allegation. 
 
"It may be that criminal proceedings are underway 
and that a public hearing by the commission would 
prejudice a fair trial," he said. 
"It may also be that the documentary trail is 
inadequate to enable us to ascertain the institution's 
response to the problems." 
 
Justice McClellan said extensive resources was 
required for each of the 57 case studies, and the 
commission compulsorily acquired 1.2 million 
documents which then had to be analysed. 
 
Justice McClellan said the commission strived to give 
the public "an understanding of how institutions 
failed. I believe this has been achieved". 
 
The commission's final report, which will include 
"comprehensive recommendations designed to 
better protect children" will be delivered to the 
Governor-General on December 15. 
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Childhood trauma is all around us. Despite its 

visibility there is a stigma about talking publicly and 

privately about childhood traumas. 

Many people have never spoken about their 

personal trauma. But remaining silent and 

struggling on alone isn’t good for survivors. “We 

know that people who have not received the 

support they need to recover are often left 

struggling with their health and wellbeing,” 

explains Dr Cathy Kezelman AM, president of the 

Blue Knot Foundation.  The Blue Knot Foundation is 

a national organisation that looks after the needs of 

adult Australians who have experienced trauma 

and abuse in childhood. It's research estimates that 

one in four Australia adults have experienced some 

sort of Childhood trauma through neglect, 

domestic and family violence, war and civil unrest, 

other adverse childhood experiences as well as 

child sexual and other forms of abuse. Evidence 

about the serious psychological and physical toll 

that childhood trauma takes on adults is mounting. 

The landmark, long-ranging Dunedin Study tracks 

the lives of around 1000 babies born in the early 

1970s, following up at regular intervals. It strongly 

indicates that early-life psychosocial stress such as 

child abuse and the interaction between 

‘nature’ (genetic makeup) and ‘nurture’ children as 

well as the ways genetic expression can be affected 

by a person’s environment and leads to poor health 

and accelerated ageing. The findings revealed that 

there are early signs that young people with abuse 

histories might be at risk of sliding into psychosis 

without early intervention to prevent this from 

occurring. Creating services that are `trauma-

informed’, and building public knowledge about 

the impacts and how to support adult survivors was 

a key theme of the match.  “We are all in this 

together and how do we all work it out?”  Dr Pam 

Stavropoulos, head of research with the “Trauma is 

overwhelming stress,” explains Dr Kezelman. “It 

overwhelms the coping mechanisms.” The Blue 

Knot Foundation focuses on cumulative, underlying 

trauma. Certainly the awareness of being trauma 

informed is changing, according to participants. 

People who did speak out about their abuse in the 

past typically found that they weren’t believed, 

were often punished and re-traumatised,“Typically 

they suffered from a massive failure of our systems 

of care,” explains Dr Kezelman.  “When we are able 

to acknowledge trauma and respond appropriately, 

we will no longer have a society that silences 

trauma survivors, ignores their trauma, fails to 

respond appropriately and makes the trauma so 

much worse,” says Dr Kezelman. 

“Research has established that people who have 

experienced severe early trauma can recover. And 

when parents have actively worked through their 

own trauma, their children do better too. It 

intercepts transmission of trauma to the next 

generation,” explains Dr Kezelman. 

Neuroscientific research establishes that the 

structure and function of the brain can change 

throughout life. Clinical findings show that even 

severe early life trauma can be resolved. 

“The brain is neuroplastic and not hard-wired or 

fixed as previously thought. It can change in 

structure and function with new input and 

experiences,” explains Dr Kezelman. 

One group of people who intimately understand 

the challenge of coping with trauma and the 

possibility of recovery and healing are people with 

a lived experience. It’s important to remember that 

the person who has experienced trauma is the 

expert of their experience. Despite the chaos, each 

survivor has within them the strength to work 

though the confusion with good supports along the 

way.  

CHANGING THE CONVERSATIONS ABOUT TRAUMA 
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Events  

 

It is really very important to let us know if you 

will be attending events in your area. We may 

have to cancel events or activities if we don’t 

get enough people attending. 

 

Our funding is limited and we need to make 

sure that we are making the best use of the 

funding as we can. 

 

We continue to travel to the Burdekin, 

Mackay and Cairns to try and meet with as 

many of our Lotus Place members as possible. 

 

Coming Up: 
 

13th June  Cairns Meeting 12:30pm at the City 

   Library in Abbot Street. 

 

19th June  Ayr Meeting 10:30am at the  

   Burdekin Library in Graham Street 

 

27th June  Townsville Meeting 11:30am at 

   the Lotus Place Office in Sturt Street 

 

11th July  Mackay Meeting   12:30pm at 

   the Gordon White Library Meeting 

   room in Phillip Street 
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Media Release—Commonwealth Redress Scheme for Survivors of Institutional Child Sexual Abuse—9th May 2017 

The Turnbull Government’s redress scheme for survivors of child sexual 

abuse in institutional settings is planned to commence in 2018. 

The Turnbull Government has listened to survivors and accepts the 

recommendation of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses 

to Child Sexual Abuse that each jurisdiction and all individual 

institutions must make amends and take responsibility for wrongdoing. 

A national scheme with states, territories and non-government 

institutions able to join on a ‘responsible entity pays’ basis was a key 

recommendation of the Royal Commission and is the best way to 

ensure fairness and justice for all survivors. 

The Turnbull Government has been working with the Independent 

Advisory Council since its establishment late last year, on the design 

and implementation of the Commonwealth Redress Scheme. 

The 2017-18 Budget commits an initial amount of $33.4 million to meet 

the Scheme’s establishment costs and also confirms ongoing access to 

support services for survivors. 

The Scheme will provide survivors with a monetary payment, 

psychological counselling and, if requested, a direct personal 

acknowledgement and response from the responsible institution. 

From March 2018, a dedicated telephone helpline and website will be 

available to provide information to survivors and their families about 

the Scheme. These services will also connect survivors with legal and 

community support services that are currently provided through the 

Royal Commission and which will continue to be funded to support the 

Scheme. 

From July 2018, applications for redress will be open to survivors of 

abuse in Commonwealth institutions. The redress will include 

individual payments of up to $150,000. Applications will be assessed by 

an expert panel against a range of factors and criteria, based on advice 

from the Independent Advisory Council. 

We continue to encourage the states, territories and non-government 

institutions to maximise the impact of the Scheme by opting‑in on a 

‘responsible entity pays’ basis, which will ensure the best possible 

redress scheme for survivors. 

The Minister for Social Services and the Attorney-General will provide a 

detailed briefing to state and territory Attorneys-General later this 

month on the detail of the opt-in Scheme that has been designed 

based on the advice of the independent Advisory Council. There will be 

a similar briefing for non-government organisations. 

This will allow states, territories and non-government institutions to 

make informed decisions about joining the Scheme, thereby providing 

simple and effective access to redress for survivors. 

The Turnbull Government is demonstrating national leadership by 

following the Royal Commission’s recommendation and developing a 

best-practice, simple and supportive redress scheme. We will continue 

to work with the Independent Advisory Council, the states and 

territories, and non‑government institutions on survivor-focused 

implementation and delivery arrangements for the Scheme. 

The nation must be united in supporting survivors of institutional child 

sexual abuse. Each state, territory and non-government institution 

must take responsibility for providing redress to those harmed in their 

care. 

Action on preventing child sexual abuse in the future does not stop 

here. 

The Turnbull Government will continue working with state and 

territory governments, law enforcement agencies, the community 

sector and researchers to keep children safe. This includes work under 

the National Framework for Protecting Australia’s Children to develop 

the National Statement of Principles on Child Safe Organisations, as 

well as funding for a range of early intervention and prevention 

services, including: 

 the Children and Parenting Support Program; 

 Communities for Children; and 

 the Intensive Family Support Service. 

More information about how survivors can access assistance through 

the Royal Commission support services is available 

at www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au/support-services. 
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The NQ Reference Group 

Current projects include the discussion and possible 

development of a Peer Mentor Project. 

 

To provide peer based support in remote areas for 

Forgotten Australians. To increase provision of services 

over a larger area. To stretch available resources with 

the use of appropriately trained and support Peer 

Mentors. 

 

 

'Peer support is based on the belief that people who 

have faced, endured, and overcome adversity can offer 

useful support, encouragement, hope, and perhaps 

mentorship, to others facing similar 

situations' (Davidson et al, 2006, p. 443). 

'Peer support workers are taught to genuinely accept the 

individual regardless of one's own belief system, 

attitudes and life's journey. Peer support is not 

counselling, nor is peer support about giving advice. 

Genuine peer support is 'hearing' the person as a human 

being, with all the ups and downs the person may 

experience in life, of genuinely listening to the person 

and their personal story....Peer Support enables the 

consumer to tell their personal story to another without 

judgment and with total acceptance’. (Casey, 2008, p.2). 

  Development of new resources 

Two new booklets developed by our Social Work Student Jenny Rudge with support 

from members of the North Queensland Reference Group. 



The importance of self-care 

Looking after yourself, or self-care, is important in helping you stay at the top of your physical, emotional and mental and well-

being. Learn more about what self-care is, why it’s important and how to take good care of yourself.  

This may be helpful if you've been feeling stressed out, having trouble organising your time or you're feeling overwhelmed with 

all your different responsibilities  

What is self-care? 

Basically, self-care is any activity that you do voluntarily which helps you maintain your  

physical, mental or emotional health. It can help you feel healthy, relaxed and ready to take 

on your work and responsibilities.  

Why is self-care important? 

 It keeps you healthy 

Self-care does help you stay healthy! Physical stuff like exercise can be a great form of self-

care for different reasons.  It keeps you strong, burns off nervous energy or just gives you 

some time to forget your responsibilities or things that stress you out. Self-care doesn’t have 

to just be physical either, taking time out of your day to do something you enjoy like game  

or read a book is also a great way to distract your mind and body from things that could be 

stressing you out.   

 It helps you ‘recharge’ 

Some people use self-care as a way to unwind and de-stress after a long day or week. Taking a bubble bath, meditating or even 

taking a nap can help people catch up on rest and ‘un-plug’ themselves from the outside world for a little while.  

 It can help you manage health issues 

Self-care is sometimes a way of coping with physical or mental health issues. People with mental health issues will use self-care 

strategies to cope with symptoms that can be overwhelming, and to make sure that they can live their lives as fully as possible. 

How can I practice self-care? 

Because self-care is something that should be practiced routinely, it can take a bit of getting used to. Below are a few tips on 
how to incorporate self-care into your life. 

 Make time for it. Set aside some time to practice self-care. You might want to set aside a few minutes or hours each day 

to do something which makes you feel good and relaxed. You might also think about practicing self-care on the week-

ends or your days off – that way you have all day to practice! 

 Don’t double-book. If a friend or co-worker wants you to see them or do something for them during your self-care 

time, tell them that you are busy. Because you are busy. Busy looking after yourself! 

 Learn to switch off. This can be hard, especially if you are used to thinking about your school or work problems at 

home, but self-care is the time where you focus only on you! If it’s hard for you, try doing something which diverts your 

attention, like solving a puzzle or reading a book.  

 Learn some quick fixes. If you are absolutely frazzled and short on time, learn some strategies which can be done in a 

few minutes. Breathing exercises and stretching are great as they can be done in a few minutes, practically anywhere! 

Types of self-care activities 

Workplace or Professional Self-Care 

This involves activities that help you to work consistently at the professional level expected of you. For example: 

 Engage in regular supervision or consulting with a more experienced colleague 

 Set up a peer-support group 

 Be strict with boundaries between clients/students and staff 

 Attend professional development programs 



Physical Self-Care 

Activities that help you to stay fit and healthy, and with enough energy to get through your work and personal commitments.  

 Develop a regular sleep routine 

 Aim for a healthy diet 

 Take lunch breaks 

 Take your dog for a walk after work 

 Use your sick leave 

 Get some exercise before/after work regularly 

 

Psychological Self-Care  

Activities that help you to feel clear-headed and able to engage with the challenges in your work and personal life.  

 Keep a reflective journal 

 Engage with a non-work hobby 

 Turn off your email and work phone outside of work hours 

 Make time for relaxation 

 Make time to engage with positive friends and family 

 

Emotional Self-Care   

Allowing yourself to safely experience your full range of emotions.  

 Develop friendships that are supportive 

 Write three good things that you did each day 

 Go to the movies or do something else you enjoy 

 Keep meeting with your mothers group or other social group 

 Talk to you friend about how you are coping with work and life  
 demands 

 

Spiritual Self-Care  

This involves having a sense of perspective beyond the day-to-day of life.  

 Engage in reflective practices like meditation 

 Go on bush walks 

 Go to church/mosque/temple 

 Do yoga 

 

Relationship Self-Care  

Is about maintaining healthy, supportive relationships, and ensuring you have diversity in your relationships so that you are not 
only connected to work people.   

 Prioritise close relationships in your life e.g. with partners, family and children 

 Attend the special events of your family and friends 

 Arrive to work and leave on time every day  



 

  

Townsville Centre Open Hours  

Call anytime Monday to Friday for support and referral over the phone 

 

Monday - Thursday drop in 10am to 2pm 

Friday - Appointment only 
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